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singularity in the vicinity of different singular points of elastic bodies. This method has proved to be 
rather effective for solving two-and three-dimensional problems in the cases, for which solutions by 
other methods are difficult if not impossible to realize. Among the problems solved by this method are 
a composite wedge made of linearly anisotropic materials, a trihedral wedge under different types of 
homogeneous boundary conditions at the lateral facets, circular and non-circular cones, hollow and 
built-up cones, cones with combined boundary conditions at the lateral surfaces. Estimation of the data 
obtained from the analysis of stress singularity has clearly demonstrated that these solutions have 
rather limited applications to strength analysis and numerical estimation of stresses in the bodies of 
arbitrary configuration.  
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Minimax aiming at several target sets for proper linear stochastic systems 

The problem of rapprochement with m  target sets when movement of system is described by system 
of the proper linear stochastic differential equations is considered. The stochastic hypothetical 
mismatch is constructed. The stochastic differential of a hypothetical mismatch which gives a 
condition for definition of extreme strategy is received.  

Mheryan D. H.  ................................................................................................................................... 275 

Three dimensional problem of propagation of elastic surface waves in hexagonal piezoelectric   
half–space 

The problem of propagation of elastic surface waves in hexagonal piezoelectric half-space, when on 
the surface of half-space all three components of stress and potential are equal to zero,  is considered. 
It is supposed that the surface of half-space is plane of isotropy. It is shown, that in this case the 
parameter of speed of surface wave became greater, then in the case when 0ije = .    

Meschyan Stepan, Taslagyan Karen ................................................................................................ 280 

Method for estimation of retained vibro-strength of clay soils under the certain constant vibration 
acceleration values 

The paper outlines a method for estimation of retained vibro-strength of clay soils, when its values, 
estimated under the different normal stresses, correspond to the same value of torsional vibration 
acceleration. 
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Mirzoyan S.E., Hakopyan V.V. ......................................................................................................... 284 

An anti-plane problem of contact interaction of layer with half-space taking into account the creep 

In the theory of creep of non-homogeneous inherently-ageing bodies an anti-plane problem of contact 
interaction of infinite layer with half-space is considered. In various viscoelastic characteristics of 
layer and  half-space as well as in the presence of definite external load a law of contact tangential 
stress distribution is determined. The solution of the problem with the help of Fourier transformation is 
brought to the solution of Volter second type integral equation. The numerical analysis is brought and 
defined conclusions are deduced. 

Movsisyan Lavrentiy .......................................................................................................................... 288 

The some problems for viscoelastic cylindrical shells and beams 

The following solution of problems for viscoelastic (mainly typical materials) cylindrical shells and 
beams is brought. 
1. Impact on end of semi-infinite cylinder, 
2. Statical stability of cylindrical shell under moving load, 
3. The stability of component parts of beam, 
4. One dimensional contact problem for inhomogeneous viscoelascity, 
Optimal control of motion of beam. 

Movchan A.A., Kazarina S.A., Movchan I.A. .................................................................................. 292  

Micromechanical model of non-linear straining of shape memory alloys 

Unique mechanical properties of shape memory alloys (SMA) are connected with thermoplastic phase 
transition taken place in these materials. In this investigation in framework of solid mechanics 
approach with taken into account the main micromechanical features of thermo elastic phase transition 
model of non-linear straining of SMA is created. This model qualitative and quantitative correct 
describes the total complex of properties and phenomena peculiar to SMA namely direct and oriented 
transformation straining, monotone, reverse and two way shape memory effects, martensite 
inelastisity, superelasticity, latent heat emanation and absorption during phase transition, dissipative 
phenomenon and so on. The micromechanical and thermodynamic system of constitutive equations for 
SMA is created. The different statements of boundary value problems and initial-boundary value 
problems of solid mechanics and thermo mechanics for SMA are investigated. Analytical and 
numerical methods for solution of these problems are proposed.  

Mochalova Yu. A. ............................................................................................................................... 296 

Influence of localized oscillations to diffusion-controlled growth of thin films 

A thin film with growth islands is modelled as a two-component structure. The first material 
component of the film is the lattice submitted to elastic stresses.  The second material component (the 
diffusion flux of atoms) is modeled by a fluid layer. Mathematically, the problem is reduced to 
analysis of a system of nonlinear equations describing the growth of island nuclei and wave 
propagation in the films. For the corresponding frequency-domain problem we present a trapped mode 
solution. It is shown that in the time-domain problem a perturbation force will excite a localized wave 
near the islands and in the absence of friction the wave will persist for all time. This creates additional 
stress in the film and leads to increase in the rate of island growth. 

Yuri Nemirowski, A. Yankovski  ...................................................................................................... 300 

Limit analysis of difficultly reinforced ferro-concrete shells and plates 
The problem of definition of the top cinematic border of carrying capacity difficultly reinforced ferro-
concrete undergrad shells of rotation under action of mass loading is formulated and solved by a 
method of linear programming in view of active influence of a ground. It is shown, that to different 
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ferro-concrete compositions there correspond the different rational structures of reinforcing providing 
the greatest maximum load. Various "mechanisms" of destruction of domes are investigated and the 
opportunity of existence.  

Hovhannisyan Ruben ......................................................................................................................... 306 

The asymptotic form of free vibrations of multi-layer orthotropic plates 

The asymptotic method is used to solve the three-dimensional dynamic problem of the elasticity 
theory on free vibration of multi-layer orthotropic plate at full contact conditions between layers. The 
lower side of the lower layer is rigidly fastened and the upper surface of the upper layer is free. The 
algorithm is formulated with program Mathematica to find the main magnitudes of frequencies of free 
vibrations at arbitrary quantity of layers. 

Hovhannisyan Emin ........................................................................................................................... 310 

Stressed state of three-layered hollow cylinder of finite length, rigidly fixed by one end and being 
under an action of gravity forces 

An asymmetric deformation of three-layered in radial direction hollow cylinder of finite length L is 
considered in given work. Оne end of the cylinder is completely fixed, side surface and another end 
are free of stress, and the cylinder deforming only under the action of own weight that acting 
transversely to cylinder axis.   

Papoyan Ashot, Manukyan Arusyak ................................................................................................ 314 

Strained deformed condition of instep and ways its parameters improving 

It is considered the calculation of main factors of force and deformation in sections of shoes’ instep 
depending on curve’s form of instep’s axis, the law of unevenly regulated load on it and the settling 
form of instep.  
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Some problems of elastic and viscoelastic solids accretion in mass force fields 

The work researches laws of evolution of elastic and aging viscoelastic isotropic bodies stress-strain 
state in quasistatic processes of their sectionally continuous accretion in mass forces fields of various 
nature. The researches are based on fundamental approaches and methods of mathematical theory of 
accreted bodies. Processes of deformation of globe solids growing due to surface material onflow in an 
arbitrary central force field (e.g. the self-gravitation field) are studied. Processes of layerwise 
fabrication of cylindrical bodies and coatings via material application onto the external or internal 
surface of a rotating former or a billet are investigated taking into consideration the centrifugal forces. 
The problem of building-up a heavy round vault on a smooth foundation using such techniques as 
creation of initial stresses in the added constructs and local vault support during fabric is solved. As a 
result of analysis of all obtained solutions and numerous numerical computations performed some 
noval mechanical effects are discovered and thoroughly studied. A number of practically important 
conclusions is made. Some general aspects of mechanical behaviour and state of elastic and aging 
viscoelastic bodies growing and having been formed during an accretion process are studied. 

Perelmuter Mikhail ............................................................................................................................ 322 

The crack-resistance of composites reinforced by nanofibers 

The substantial increasing of nanocomposites fracture toughness is based on the strengthening effects 
of reinforcements by nanofibers. The model of a crack with a large scale bridged zone is used to 
analyze the fracture toughness of these materials. The evaluation of mechanical parameters is 
performed on the basis of the fracture criterion for cracks with bridged zones. The estimations of the 
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fracture toughness, the adhesion fracture energy and the external fracture stresses depending on the 
crack size are also presented. 

Areg Simonyan, Tigran Petrosyan .................................................................................................... 326 

Investigation of creep of materials at decreasing of stresses 

As it is known at decreasing of stresses in time the theories of creep describe the creep strain of 
materials very badly. For example, the theory of hardening often does not describe the reversal creep 
and the theory of heredity on contrary describes reversal creep considerably more than it is in reality. 

In the present work the version of heredity with delayed plasticity is considered and the experimental 
results obtained from creep of chromium-nickel steel and of clay soils, confirmed this version are 
presented. 

Poghosyan A., Isadzhanyan A., Hovhanissyan K. ........................................................................... 330 

Мodelling of self-lubrication mechanism and wear in metal-polymer tribocontact 

A model is proposed for calculating of parameters (such as wear and friction coefficient) of metal-
polymer tribocontact. It is based on the molecular-mechanical friction theory and adhesion-energetic 
mechanism of friction transfer. The modeling is proposed for evaluation of tribological parameters by 
means of conducting virtual experiments.  

Popov Gennady ................................................................................................................................... 334 

The review of authors’ investigations on mechanics during 1997-2007 

Pryakhina Olga, Smirnova Alla ........................................................................................................ 347 

A new method of studying stress and strain state of elastic media with numerous defects 

The work considers an aggregate of elementary types of defects, i.e. plane cracks and rigid inclusions, 
located in the elastic layered medium in parallel planes. A new method has been offered for 
developing matrix-functional relationships for the problem under study, which makes it possible to 
study effectively stress and strain state of elastic media containing numerous defects. 

Sahakyan Avetik, Hakobyan Lusine, Dashtoyan Lilit .................................................................... 351 

On one mixed problem for elastic space with Т-form crack under the anti-plane deformation 

The anti-plane stress state of homogeneous elastic space, weakened by T-form crack with mixed 
conditions on banks is considered.  The determining equations of formulated problem are obtained as a 
system of singular integral equations. The solution of system is built by the numerical-analytical 
method of discrete singularities. 

Sahakyan Sahak  ................................................................................................................................ 355 

Propogation of  magnetoelastic coupled waves in homogeneous ferromagnetic elastic layer 

In this paper is analyzed the interaction of magnetic (spin) and antiplane-elastic surface waves in 
homogeneous ferromagnetic elastic layer. The existence of magnetoelastic surface waves is shown. 
Also, the existence of a frequency range of waves, which are not passed by media, is shown. 

Savruk Mikhail, Kazberuk Andrzej  ................................................................................................ 359 

A unified approach to solving problems of stress distribution around sharp and rounded v-shaped 
notches 

The unified approach to solve problems of stress distribution around sharp and rounded V-shaped 
notches based on singular integral equation method was proposed. At first, the problem was solved for 
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an elastic domain with V-shaped notch with rounded vertex of large curvature. Then the passage to the 
limit was used to obtain stress intensity factor at the vertex of sharp V-notch. Numerical results for a 
rhombic hole in an elastic plane and for an edge V-shaped notch in a half-plane were discussed.  

Sanoyan Yuri, Vasilyan Narine ......................................................................................................... 364 

Calculation and analyze of plate, which two opposite edges of the plate jointly supported,other two 
edges are free 

A problem of plates bending with uniformly distributed load has been solved by Kirchhoff theory, 
improved theory and by numerical methods (method of finite elements). Two opposite edges of the 
plate are jointly supported, other two edges are free. The behavior of cutting forces and bending 
moments in corners and in edges of plate is investigated. It is shown, that in the corners of the plate, 
when thickness is lessening the point forces arise, which are equal to point forces by Kirchhoff theory 
in magnitude. With the help of creating program on influence of plate sizes and coefficient of Poisson 
on kinematical and statistical   characteristic of plates have been investigated. 

Sargsyan Azat ..................................................................................................................................... 368 

An elastic equilibrium of circular sector at the boundary conditions of smooth contact on the radial 
sides 

The plane problem of the theory of elasticity of circular sector with single radius and opening angle 
( )0 2α < α < π , when on the boundary 1r =  external loads are given and on radial sides 0ϕ = and 

ϕ = α  are putting into effect  the conditions of smooth contact (the conditions of contact with rigid 
stamp without friction) is investigated.  

Sargsyan Vardan ................................................................................................................................ 373  

The plane problem of the theory of elasticity with non-classical boundary conditions 

The plane problem of the theory of elasticity for the rectangular and circular regions area is considered 
when on one edge the boundary conditions are underdetermined and on the other edge they are over 
determined. In case of rectangle area the general solution of biharmonic equation having the form of 
Fourier’s series with unknown coefficient problems is reduced to the solution of infinite systems of the 
linear algebraic equations.The regularity of the system is studied which is comparable with the case 
that corresponds with the problem of classical boundary conditions. The solution is illustrated by an 
example with finite amount polynomials. For circular ring region in case of axis-symmetric pressure, 
the solution obtained as the problem of thermoelasticity. 

Sarkissyan Vladimir, Bezoyan Eduard ............................................................................................ 377 

To the theory of non-linear viscoelastic shells and plates with consideration of transversal shear 

During the last years the significant attention is given to the deformation calculations, which based on 
the linear theory of viscoelasticity. At the same time the gap was formed between problems readiness 
in these frameworks and almost absence of the proved calculatation tool, which considering nonlinear 
viscoelasticity, based on sufficient number of experimental data.In the present work the calculation 
tool is constructed for definition of stress-strain condition of nonlinear-viscoelastic shells and plates 
with taking into account the transversal shear. 

Sargsyan Samvel, Farmanyan Anahit .............................................................................................. 382 

Continual Theory of Micropolar Elastic Multi-layered Thin Plates 

In present work the asymptotic method is developed for constructing continual models of layered thin 
plates on the basis of micropolar (asymmetrical, momental) theory of elasticity. Depending on the 
values of physical constants of micropolar materials, there are constructed three different continuall 
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theories of micropolar layered thin plates. The first theory is - the continual theory of micropolar 
layered plates with free rotation, the second theory is - the continual theory of layered plates with 

Seyranyan A. A., Seyranyan A. P.  ................................................................................................... 387 

Stabilization of statically unstable systems by vibration 

A problem of stabilization of a vertical (inverted) position of a pendulum by high frequency vibration 
of the suspension point is considered. Small viscous damping is taken into account, and periodic 
excitation function describing vibration of the suspension point is assumed to be arbitrary. A formula 
for stability region of Hill’s equation with damping near zero frequency is obtained. For several 
examples it is shown that analytical and numerical results are in good agreement with each other. An 
asymptotic formula for stabilization region of the inverted pendulum is derived. It is shown that the 
effect of small viscous damping is of the third order, and taking it into account leads to increasing 
critical stabilization frequency. The method of stability analysis is based on calculation of derivatives 
of the monodromy (Floquet) matrix with respect to parameters [1]. In 1956 V.N. Chelomei showed 
that elastic systems can be made more stable by imposing vibration. In particular he came to the 
conclusion that the elastic column compressed by an axial force exceeding critical (Euler) value can be 
stabilized by high frequency excitation force applied to the end of the column. In this paper formulas 
for higher and lower critical frequencies of the column stabilization are obtained. It is shown that 
unlike high frequency stabilization of an inverted pendulum with vibrating suspension point the 
column is stabilized by excitation frequency of the order of the main eigenfrequency of transverse 
vibrations belonging to some interval. 

Seyranyan Suren ................................................................................................................................ 391 
On substantiation of the Navier solution 
The Navier solution ),( yxw  for deflection function in the problem of bending of a rectangular simply 
supported plate is studied. The plate is supposed to be loaded by a uniform pressure distributed on the 
rectangle with the sides, parallel to the sides of the plate. The author uses his original approach, which 
is based on some results of the classical theory of functions, to prove that  

a) 3),( Cyxw ∈  in a closed rectangle G  of the plate. The partial derivatives up to the third order in 
G can be calculated by differentiating the Navier series term by term under both symbols of summing. 
b) All the derivatives ,44 ),( kk yxyxw −∂∂∂ k = 0, 2, 4 are continuous functions in set E which is 
coinciding with subtraction from G the lines passing through the sides of the rectangle of load 
application. In E these derivatives can be calculated by differentiating the Navier series term by term 
under both symbols of summing.The obtained results substantiate the Navier solution.  

Simonov Igor ....................................................................................................................................... 396 

New possibilities of electromagnetic radiation method for study of high-velocity processes in 
microfibers 

The main objective of the present work is to develop this promising method and to show its 
possibilities for registration of fracture and wave propagation phenomena within the non-conductive 
micro fibers. With this aim, special experimental systems have been devised. The electric signals were 
recorded by an antenna over radio range of frequency spectrum.   Many tests have been carried out 
with the artificially charged fibers in order to study their transversal oscillations as a string (polymer 
fibers) or as an elastic cantilever (glass fibers). As a result, a new method for obtaining   dynamic 
elastic parameters of thin   fibers by means of measurements of frequencies of these oscillations with 
help of the electric signal registration has been developed. This method also can be used for 
nondestructive damage control of a fiber face. The basis for such possibility is the effect of sharp 
increasing decrement of the charge resolution from the fiber surface which has been revealed in the 
experiments with repeated oscillations of the glass fibers. The glass fibers 6.5, 10, 18, and 150 mμ   in 
diameter   and  polyethylene   threads from fibers (~102) 7-12 mμ  in diameter and fibers  ( 60-300 

mμ ) also were tested in the experiments on   fracture  at  tension as well. 
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Calculation of residual strain and polarization in irreversible processes of polarization 

Using Veiss’s effective electric field and Boltzmann statistics mathematical model of constitutive 
equations of ferroelectrics ceramic is constructed.  

Smetannikov O.Yu., Kulikova T.G. .................................................................................................. 404 

Viscoelastic physical model for materials under relaxation and phase transition 

The mathematical model described generation and evolution of strain and stress fields over a wide 
range of temperature variations, including crystallization and glass transition is considered. Parameters 
of model for two types of glass polymers are defined from thermomechanical tests. The formulation of 
quasistatic boundary- value problem includes new kinetic equations and physical relations that 
describe thermomechanical effects under relaxation and phase transition with high accuracy. For 
solving of the system of integral-differential equations the numerical stepped finite-element procedure 
is used. As example, the solution results for problems of residual stress determination in glassy short 
cylinder and crystallizing pipe are shown. 

Sumbatyan M.A., Boyev N.V. ............................................................................................................ 409 

Methods of ultrasonic nondestructive testing for detection of arrays of complex-shape flaws 

When detecting defects and system of defects of complex shape in metallic and composite materials 
there arises the problem of precise calculation of multiple re-reflections of the ultrasonic waves from 
curved boundaries. Very often in literature there are used formulas analogous to re-reflections from 
plane boundaries. Such an approach leads to considerable errors when calculating the amplitude of 
ultrasonic wave. In the present work on the basis of the asymptotic method developed by the authors 
we construct an explicit solution of the posed problem in the high-frequency regime.  

Torskaya Elena ................................................................................................................................... 413 

Study of contact and internal stresses in two-layered elastic foundation in rolling contact 
conditions 

The method of rolling contact investigation for the case of coated bodies is presented. The 
axisymmetrical contact problem is solved to find contact pressure and the size of the contact zone. The 
variation method is used to obtain tangential contact stresses and stick/sleep zones. Stresses inside the 
layer and the foundation are calculated and analyzed.  

Trufanov Nikolay,Gorohov A.U., Kulikov R.G., Kuimova E.V. .................................................... 417 

Multioperator viscoelastic boundary problems: solution methods and applications in composite 
materials and constructions mechanics 

Formulations of boundary linear viscoelastic problems of anisotropic and partly homogeneous 
materials are considered. In general these formulations contain several independent viscoelastic 
operators. This situation is typical when considering problems of composite materials and 
constructions deforming made both of components with different properties (fibers, matrixes) and of 
different materials (plastics, polyethilen, etc.). This paper is devoted to approaches and results of 
multioperator problems solution illustrating regularities of stress evolution in viscoelastic composite 
constructions. 

Ulitin M.V., Kulesh M.A., Shardakov I.N. ....................................................................................... 421 

Analysis of wave solutions for the elastic Cosserat medium 

The present work is a continuation of the study of wave processes in the framework of the Cosserat 
medium. A number of new results have been obtained for this model. It has been found that there is 
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dispersion of elastic surface Rayleigh waves. Components of displacements and rotations have been 
analyzed in detail. A new solution has been obtained which has no analogous in the classical elasticity 
theory. This solution can describe the wave with one transverse component of the displacement vector 
and two components of the rotation vector propagating in the plate. 

Khachatryan Vazgen .......................................................................................................................... 424 

On the Problem of Electroelastic Shear Waves Propagation in the Piezoelectric Layer with the 
Fastened Surface 

The possible control of process of electroelastic shear waves propagation in the piezoelectric layer 
with one fastened surface at different piezoelectric crystals is considered, when the material of the 
layer is a piezocrystal of the class 6mm in case of which localization of wave energy is possible at free 
boundary of half-space.The influence of the fastened surface on existence of an electroelastic wave 
and on distribution of electroelastic wave energy along the thickness of a layer as well as the influence 
of temporary electroelastic load on the behavior of advancing wave is considered.  

Khachikyan Albert  ............................................................................................................................ 427 

On the Inverse Problem of Impact 

The inverse problem of impact in the frames of rigid body mechanics is considered.It is assumed, that 
parameters (the mass, the velocity before and after impact) for one of collided bodies, which possess 
relatively small mass, cannot be observed or measured.This definition of problem simulate the outer 
impact of small-mass unknown bodies with the satellites, aircrafts or the inner impact of unknown 
small-mass fragments, which are break away from equipment in the closed volumes as stream-
generators, nuclear reactors, pipelines.In order to construct the closed system of equations the 
Newton’s suggestion on the constancy of ratio of relative velocities of bodies before and after impact 
is applied and a new coefficient is introduced. This coefficient specifies the distribution of the 
restitution potential energy among colliding bodies.The solution of received equations system is 
illustrated by the examples. 

Khomasuridze Nuri ............................................................................................................................ 431 

Thermoelastic equilibrium boundary value problems for weakly transtropic cylindrical bodies 

A precise solution of some boundary value and boundary- contact problems of the thermoelastic 
equilibrium of one- and  multilayer bodies, bounded by coordinate surfaces of the cylindrical 
coordinate system is constructed using the method of separation of variables. The cylindrical surfaces 
of the body are affected by a stationary thermal field and surfacedisturbances (the stresses, 
displacements or their combinations are defined). On the remaining part of the surface homogeneous 
conditions of symmetry or anti-symmetry are defined. The elastic body is assumed to be 
weaklytranstropic (transversally isotropic) with the plane of isotropy orthogonal to the cylindrical 
surface. Weakly transtropic layers of the multilayer body contact along the cylindrical surfaces. 
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Optimization of parameters of high-speed rotor on combined supports 

It is considered the task of a choice of optimum elastic - geometrical parameters of high-speed rotor 
settled on combined supports. Proposed algorithm and program of calculation are used for solution of 
optimization problems to minimize dynamic loads in supports and the amplitude of rotor’s vibration. 

 
Chil-Akopyan E., Belubekyan M. ..................................................................................................... 440 

Finite element analysis of the localized instability of plates with free edge 

There are many problems in Mechanical Engineering, which engineers couldn’t solve analytically 
or it demands huge expenses for the experimental realization. Particularly the unique opportunity of 
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the express analysis is computer aided mathematical modeling. The most widespread and universal 
method of engineering analysis is the Finite Element Method - (FEM).  In this work the Finite 
Element analysis of the problems of the localized instability of a plate with free edge is considered 
and discussed. Comparative analysis of the values of the critical loading obtained analytically and 
by FEA analysis is curried out.   

Ashot Shekoyan .................................................................................................................................. 444 

Rapidly variating non-linear waves in viscous dispersive media 

The non-linear (physically, geometrically) viscous (generalized model) dispersive elastic medium is 
considered. In such media are possible slowly variating (equilibrium) and rapidly variating (frozen) 
waves. In the last case in expressions, connecting stresses and deformations as basic functions are 
taken ikik εσ && , . From general system are derived equations describing rapidly variating waves. Are 
derived for layer evolutionary equations for two waves, on one edge of layer are given longitudinal 
displacements, and other edge is free from stresses. Are obtained nonlinear modulation equations for 
mentioned waves and are derived solutions for narrow beams, when coefficients of modulation 
equation are the complex numbers. 

Shekyan Hamlet, Zakharyants V., Khachatryan M. ...................................................................... 448 

Stability of electrical machines’ revolving rotor in magnetic field 

The vibrations of electrical machine spinning rotor in the magnetic field taking into account the 
irregularity of air clearance between rotor and stator, field pulsation and higher toothed harmonics are 
considered. The investigations of the system of obtained nonlinear equations of Mathe-Hills’ type 
allowed to substitute the zones of indefinitely-increasing solutions on the flatness of parameters and 
received the conditions for the determination of dynamic instability region boundaries. 

Baghdasaryan Gevorg, Danoyan Zaven, Garakov Vladimir ......................................................... 453 

Surface magnetoeiastic love waves in a layered structure with an izotropic dielectric substrate and 
an izotropic magnetostrictive layer 

In this article the existence and the propagation behavior of magneto-elastic Love waves in a layered 
structure consisting of an isotropic dielectric substrate, an isotropic magnetostrictive layer and a 
dielectric medium is considered. The mathematical model of the problem is formulated.  The 
dispersion equation for the existence of Love surface waves is obtained with respect to phase velocity. 
Numerical investigation of the solutions of the dispersion equation is carried out. 

Bagdoev Alexander, Martirosyan Ashot, Kostandyan K.,Dynunts A. .......................................... 458 

The Analytical and Numerical Solution of Second, Third, Fourth and Sixth Order Wienner-Hopf 
System in Unsteady Elasticity Mixed Boundary Problems 

Using integral transformations method unsteady plane and three-dimensional problems of elasticity for 
semi infinite stumps and cracks are derived correspondingly two, three, four and six Wienner-Hopf 
equations, which are regularized and brought to Hilbert problems with continuous matrix. The solution 
is brought to corresponding order system of Fredholms integral equations, which are solved 
numerically by program Mathematica 5.1. Thus it is solved mathematical problem of factorization of 
complex matrices. Besides in all cases are inverted integral transformations on time and coordinates 
and are obtained effective solution in Smirnov-Sobolev form for stresses on surfaces of half-planes 
and half-spaces under punches as well as on banks of cracks. Also there are obtained and calculated 
stress intensities coefficients near edges of punches and cracks.  

Belubekyan Mels, VagharshakBelubekyan ..................................................................................... 462 

Non-conservative Problems of Stability of Plates with Hinged Two Opposite Edges 
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Numerous papers consider stability of a rod under follower force. However, only few contributions are 
available on stability of rectangular plates under follower forces [1][2].  In the present paper a 
rectangular plate is considered, such that two opposite edges are hinged, and two others are free, 
loaded with follower forces. The problem is split into determination of symmetric and anti-symmetric 
shape of loss of stability. For symmetric shape, critical loads are determined using both static problem 
statement and dynamic problem statement, based on model suggested by Bolotin V.V. [3]. It is shown, 
that if the plate is narrow enough in the direction of loading forces, the critical loads of dynamic 
problems (flatter critical loads) are significantly smaller than critical loads of static problems (buckling 
critical load). 

Belyaev Alexander, Muzaev A. ......................................................................................................... 465 

Using laws of thermodynamics for derivingdynamic boundary value problem and heat conduction 
equation of ageing piezothermoelastic materials 

The set of basic laws of thermomechanics includes the equations of motion formulated in terms of 
balances of momentum and moment of momentum, state equations and two laws of thermodynamics. 
The intent of the presentation is to show that the dynamic boundary value problem, state equations and 
the heat conduction equation for certain simple materials are derivable from the first and second laws 
of thermodynamics in the framework of the geometrically nonlinear continuum mechanics. This idea 
is applied to "ageing" (time-dependent) simple polarized thermoelastic materials. In the present 
analysis only mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic phenomena are considered, i.e. the energies 
associated with e.g. chemical conversions and others excluded from the present analysis. It is also 
shown that the conventional form of the heat conduction equation for geometrically nonlinear 
anisotropic polarized thermoelastic media does not satisfy the principle of material frame indifference. 
A necessary correction is made. 
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On explicit solution to the equation system of thermoelasticity  

In the paper the fundamental and some other matrices of singular solutions are constructed for two-
dimensional equations to thermoelastic transversally isotropic body. Using these matrices, the simple 
and dual layer type potentials are composed and their fundamental properties near the boundary are 
studied.The explicit solutions to first and second boundary value problems of thermoelasticity are 
constructed for the two-dimensional equations of thermoelastic transversally isotropic half-plane. For 
their solutions we use the potential method and we constructed the special fundamental matrices, 
which reduce the first and second BVPs to a Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. By the 
aid of these equations, in this paper we have obtained the Poisson type formula for the solution to the 
first and second BVPs for the half-plane.  
 

Gedenidze Zurab, Kvitsiani Tariel, Avaliani S................................................................................ 474 

The intense and deformed condition with the structure of the water head spillway hollow dam 

The stress-strain state of a cylindrical upstream face of the type dam is studied by using the semi-
moment shell theory, and the calculation of the foundation tile is conducted for one and multi-layer 
areas on an elastic foundation with two characteristics. Computer software for numerical 
implementation of theoretical solutions has been developed.  

Ghazaryan Karen, Marzocca P., Milanese A., Mkrtchyan H. ....................................................... 479 

Localized bending vibration of a rectangular plate with one free and three clamped edges 

The dynamic problem of localized bending waves in thin rectangular plates is studied. The plate has 
one edge free from mechanical stresses, while the other three are assumed to be rigidly clamped. This 
type of structural configuration corresponds to several engineering systems, and the specific set of 
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boundary conditions has been selected also to simulate damaged structural components with cracks. A 
time-harmonic plane wave solution is assumed; using variational methods the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a localized bending wave are obtained. The frequency of the localized 
wave is the lowest among the spectrum of natural frequencies of the plate. For finite and semi-finite 
plates, the minimal frequencies of localized mode are derived analytically, as a function of mechanical 
properties and geometrical parameters of the elastic plate.  
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A numerico-analytical splitting method for the solution of elastoviscoplastic equations with internal 
variables 
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Consinstent eulerian elastoplaasticity 

An Eulerian theory of elastoplasticity may be based on the additive decomposition of the stretching D 
in a recoverable and a dissipated part, i.e. e pD D D= + . Herein, the recoverable stretching eD  is 
intended for  the elastic resp. elastic-like behaviour while the dissipated stretching pD  is related to the 
plastic flow in conjunction with a yield function f  and hardening variables κ  for the isotropic 
hardening and α  for the kinematic hardening. Since the spatial description relates to the actual,  
deformed, configuration, special care has to be taken for formulating the material law in an objective, 
frame indifferent way. This is of primary importance not only for the tensorial quantities in use but 
also for their time derivatives.Based on Prager's yielding stationarity criterion [1], the exact 
integrability condition [2, 3, 4] and a weakened form of Ilyushin's postulate [5, 6] a consistent Eulerian 
description is presented that excels by the restricted number of material parameters and the simplicity 
of its formulation, and, moreover, is exempted from notions of elastic and plastic deformation. 
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Elasto-plastic analysis in soil and rock mechanics by using hybrid-type penalty method 

This paper presents new approach for the numerical analysis in the soil and rock mechanics by using 
Hybrid-type penalty method (HPM). HPM with the linear displacement field assume rigid 
displacement, rigid rotation and constant strain as the parameter in each sub-domain and introduce 
subsidiary condition about the continuity of displacement into the framework of the variational 
expression with Lagrange multipliers. This compatibility of the displacement on the intersection 
boundary is approximately introduced using the penalty as a spring constant which is applied to the 
Lagrange multiplier. Present method can be deal with the fracture on the intersection boundary and 
yielding in the each element at the same time.  First, We explain the formulation of HPM. In addition, 
we develop the nonlinear analysis for the progressiveness destruction, and examine accuracy of the 
collapse load and crack patterns. Finally, we apply to some geotechnical engineering problems, and 
verify the validity of HPM.  
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The Penetration of Deformable Indentor into Half-Space in the Presence of Discharge Current and 
Magnetic Field 

The penetration of deformable indentor into target in the presence of magnetic field are investigated 
numerically. The fields of stress in target and indentor are determined. The forms of indentor, crater 
and free surface in arbitrary moment of penetration are founded. Shown the form of fly away of 
fragments. The problem for different time of action of magnetic field are considered. The graphs of 
velocity of indentor in the process of penetration, the equipotential surface of energy in target and the 
bounders of elastic-plastic regions in target and indentor also are obtained. By numerical calculations 
as a result it’s obtained the occurrence of the surface and axial-closely currents during the penetration 
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process of the deformable indentor into the media, which are known as Pinch-effect and the Inverse-
pinch-effect phenomena. 
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Basic Systems of Equations of Continuum Mechanics and Refined Theories for Thin-walled 
Viscoelastic structures 

There is constructing three-dimensional(3D respect to spatial coordinates) nonlinear dynamical  
systems  of partial differential equations(PDE) which contains as particular cases Navier-Stokes’ 
equations and nonlinear systems of PDE theory of visco-elasticity. By this presentation we prove that 
nonlinear appearances, observed in problems of solid mechanics may be detected in the Navier-
Stokes’ type equations and vice versa. In the second part we are creating and justifying 2D  
mathematical models (refined theories) of von Karman-Mindlin-Reissner type system of PDEs for 
anisotropic elasto-creeping media for thin-walled structures with variable thickness by direct method 
without emploiment  simplifying assumptions of geometric or mechanical characters. Our 
methodology is different with considerations of [1]. In this aim we also investigate the problem of 
explaining ''Physical Soundness'' in the Truesdell-Ciarlet sense for some dynamic nonlinear models of 
visco-elasticity.  
 


